Motivation: Multi-trait analyses using public summary statistics from genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are becoming increasingly popular. A constraint of multi-trait methods is that they require complete summary data for all traits. While methods for the imputation of summary statistics exist, they lack precision for genetic variants with small effect size. This is benign for univariate analyses where only variants with large effect size are selected a posteriori. However, it can lead to strong p-value inflation in multi-trait testing. Here we present a new approach that improve the existing imputation methods and reach a precision suitable for multi-trait analyses. Results: We fine-tuned parameters to obtain a very high accuracy imputation from summary statistics. We demonstrate this accuracy for small size-effect variants on real data of 28 GWAS. We implemented the resulting methodology in a python package specially designed to efficiently impute multiple GWAS in parallel.
The python package is available at: https://gitlab.pasteur.fr/statistical-genetics/raiss, its accompanying documentation is accessible here http://statistical-genetics.pages.pasteur.fr/raiss/. 
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Results
We tested RAISS performances using the following procedure:
For a chromosome and a trait, 1) Remove randomly 5000 SNPs in the Z-score file 2) Impute these 5000 SNPs 3) Set imputation hyper-parameters 4) Compute the correlation between the real Zscores and the imputed Zscores
Effect of hyper-parameters
Figure 1 Real versus Imputed zscores for three different eigen value tresholds after filtering point with a R 
